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(54) SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO TERMINAL APPARATUS, AND METHOD FOR DISTRIBUTING 
AND INSTALLING RADIO APPLICATIONS

(57) According to the present invention, a software-
defined radio terminal apparatus is a software-defined
radio terminal apparatus which is adaptively constituted
based on radio applications, and may comprise a storage
unit, a microprocessor, and a baseband accelerator. The
microprocessor reads, from the storage unit, a code, in-
cluding a radio controller layer and a baseband driver
layer, and executes the code, wherein the radio controller
layer delivers a control command for controlling the base-
band accelerator and information to be transmitted, from

an upper layer to the baseband accelerator, and delivers
the information received from the baseband accelerator
to the upper layer, wherein the baseband driver layer
provides interface between the radio controller layer and
the baseband accelerator. In addition, the microproces-
sor is configured to load at least one functional block
required for the implementation of a radio application
from the storage unit to the baseband accelerator, and
the functional block loaded to the baseband accelerator
includes a baseband control functional block for control-
ling the baseband accelerator in real time.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] Example embodiments of the present invention
relate in general to the field of software defined radio
terminal apparatuses and a method of distributing and
installing radio applications for the same, and more spe-
cifically to the field of a software defined radio terminal,
in which the radio applications are executed independ-
ently of a modem chip embedded in the terminal, and a
method of distributing and installing the radio applications
for the same.

[Background Art]

[0002] As communication technology advances, vari-
ous new kinds of radio applications are being used as
adapted for tastes and objectives of users. The most of
radio applications, such as a Long Term Evolution (LTE),
a Wide-band Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA),
a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX), a Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM), may operate on radio terminals by interworking
with a modem embedded in the radio terminal. a
[0003] In order to make it possible that a radio appli-
cation controls the modem, a customized module should
be developed based on understanding unique instruc-
tions of each modem designed by various modem man-
ufactures or having various models. This situation leads
to a result that a specific application can be executed on
a specific modem designed by a specific manufacturer,
or even on a specific model of modem designed by the
specific manufacturer. To overcome the above-men-
tioned problem, different control instruction codes cus-
tomized for various kinds of modems should be com-
prised in the radio application, or different executable file
for each modem should be built and distributed.
[0004] However, since it is practically impossible to op-
timize the radio application to all the various kinds of mo-
dem hardware currently available in the market currently
by the above-mentioned methods, there is a problem that
a great manpower is needed to develop a radio applica-
tion.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] Accordingly, example embodiments of the
present invention are provided to substantially obviate
one or more problems due to limitations and disadvan-
tages of the related art.
[0006] Example embodiments of the present invention
provide a software defined radio terminal apparatus
which can support a radio application to operate inde-
pendently of a modem chip.
[0007] Example embodiments of the present invention

also provide a method of distributing a radio application
independent on a modem chip to the radio terminal ap-
paratus.
[0008] Example embodiments of the present invention
also provide a method of installing a radio application
independent on a modem chip into the radio terminal
apparatus.

[Technical Solution]

[0009] In some example embodiments according to
the present invention, a radio terminal being configured
according to a radio application is provided, wherein the
radio terminal includes a storage in which at least one
functional block is installed, a compiler, a microproces-
sor, and at least one baseband accelerator, wherein the
microprocessor is configured to read out codes including
a radio controller layer transferring control commands for
controlling the baseband accelerator and information to
be transmitted from an upper layer to the baseband ac-
celerator and transferring information received from the
baseband accelerator to the upper layer and a baseband
driver layer enabling an interface between the radio con-
troller layer and the baseband accelerator from the stor-
age, and to execute the codes, wherein the microproc-
essor is further configured to load the at least one func-
tional block from the storage to the at least one baseband
accelerator for performing the radio application, wherein
the complier is configured to compile the at least one
functional block in form of source code into an executable
code, and install the executable code into the storage,
and wherein the at least one function block loaded into
the at least one baseband accelerator includes a base-
band control functional block controlling the at least one
baseband accelerator in real time.
[0010] In another example embodiments according to
the present invention, a method of distributing a radio
application, the method may include encrypting user-de-
fined codes defining functional blocks for implementing
a specific radio application; generating an application
package including the user-defined codes, radio control-
ler codes configured to transfer control commands for
controlling the functional blocks and information to be
transmitted from an upper layer to the functional blocks,
and to interface with an Operating System (OS) of a ter-
minal, a pipeline configuration metadata specifying the
functional blocks for implementing the specific radio ap-
plication and connections between the functional blocks
for implementing the specific radio application; and up-
loading the generated application package to an appli-
cation distribution server.
[0011] In still another example embodiment according
to the present invention, a method of installing a radio
application, performed in a software defined radio termi-
nal, the method may include downloading, from a distri-
bution server, an application package including user-de-
fined codes defining functional blocks for implementing
the radio application, radio controller codes configured
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to transfer control commands for controlling the function-
al blocks for implementing the radio application and in-
formation to be transmitted from an upper layer to the
functional blocks, and to interface with an Operating Sys-
tem (OS) of a terminal, a pipeline configuration metadata
specifying the functional blocks for implementing the spe-
cific radio application and connections between the func-
tional blocks for implementing the specific radio applica-
tion; installing the radio controller codes and the user-
defined codes into a storage of the terminal, by referring
the pipeline configuration metadata; and decoding the
use-defined codes when the user-defined codes are en-
crypted.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0012] When a software defined radio terminal appa-
ratus according to the present invention, as described
above, is used, the same application may be executed
in terminals having modem chips with different structures
thorough a standard baseband API. Also, by providing
various digital signal processing algorithms needed in
wireless digital communication based on the standard
baseband API for optimal digital signal processing, man-
ufacturers of modem hardware may select hardware or
software implementation according to complexity and
power consumption of each block included in the stand-
ard baseband API, and producers of radio applications
may produce radio applications which are independent
of the modem hardware using the standard baseband
API. Also, various extensions of the baseband API may
be possible by providing user-defined type blocks to im-
plement functions not included in the standard baseband
API.

[Description of Drawings]

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a view to show a procedure in a case that
user-defined codes included in the application are
distributed and executed in source code form;
FIG. 2 is a view to show a procedure in a case that
the user-defined codes are distributed and executed
in executable codes;
FIG. 3 is a conceptual diagram to an example stand-
ard baseband interface according to an example em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram to show a constitution of
software-defined radio terminal according to an ex-
ample embodiment of the present invention;
FIG 5 is a flow chart to show a procedure of distrib-
uting a radio application according to an example
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram to show a procedure of
generating a radio application according to an ex-
ample embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a flow chart to show a procedure of installing

radio application according to an example embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram to show an operation ex-
ample of radio application in a terminal according to
an example embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram to show an operation ex-
ample of radio application in a terminal according to
other example embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram to explain a procedure of
distributing radio application including user defined
codes in source code form according to an example
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a block diagram to show a procedure of
distributing radio application including user defined
codes in source code form according to another ex-
ample embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 12 is a conceptual diagram to show an example
of on-line store trading radio applications according
to the present invention.

[Modes of the Invention]

[0014] Example embodiments of the present invention
are disclosed herein. However, specific structural and
functional details disclosed herein are merely represent-
ative for purposes of describing example embodiments
of the present invention, however, example embodi-
ments of the present invention may be embodied in many
alternate forms and should not be construed as limited
to example embodiments of the present invention set
forth herein.
[0015] Accordingly, while the invention is susceptible
to various modifications and alternative forms, specific
embodiments thereof are shown by way of example in
the drawings and will herein be described in detail. It
should be understood, however, that there is no intent to
limit the invention to the particular forms disclosed, but
on the contrary, the invention is to cover all modifications,
equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and
scope of the invention. Like numbers refer to like ele-
ments throughout the description of the figures.
[0016] It will be understood that, although the terms
first, second, etc. may be used herein to describe various
elements, these elements should not be limited by these
terms. These terms are only used to distinguish one el-
ement from another. For example, a first element could
be termed a second element, and, similarly, a second
element could be termed a first element, without depart-
ing from the scope of the present invention. As used here-
in, the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations
of one or more of the associated listed items.
[0017] It will be understood that when an element is
referred to as being "connected" or "coupled" to another
element, it can be directly connected or coupled to the
other element or intervening elements may be present.
In contrast, when an element is referred to as being "di-
rectly connected" or "directly coupled" to another ele-
ment, there are no intervening elements present. Other
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words used to describe the relationship between ele-
ments should be interpreted in a like fashion (i.e., "be-
tween" versus "directly between", "adjacent" versus "di-
rectly adjacent", etc.).
[0018] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the
singular forms "a", "an," and "the" are intended to include
the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indi-
cates otherwise. It will be further understood that the
terms "comprises", "comprising,", "includes," and/or "in-
cluding", when used herein, specify the presence of stat-
ed features, integers, steps, operations, elements, com-
ponents, and/or groups thereof, but do not preclude the
presence or addition of one or more other features, inte-
gers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or
groups thereof.
[0019] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including
technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same
meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary
skill in the art to which this invention belongs. It will be
further understood that terms, such as those defined in
commonly used dictionaries, should be interpreted as
having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning
in the context of the relevant art and will not be interpreted
in an idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly
so defined herein.
[0020] It should also be noted that in some alternative
implementations, the functions/acts noted in the blocks
may occur out of the order noted in the flowcharts. For
example, two blocks shown in succession may in fact be
executed substantially concurrently or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending
upon the functionality/acts involved.
[0021] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments according
to the present invention will be described in detail with
reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0022] FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 are conceptual block dia-
grams to explain a constitution of a radio application and
procedures from distribution and execution of the radio
application according to the present invention, FIG. 1 is
a view to show a procedure in a case that user-defined
codes included in the application are distributed and ex-
ecuted in source code form, and FIG. 2 is a view to show
a procedure in a case that the user-defined codes are
distributed and executed in executable codes.
[0023] Referring to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the procedure
of distribution and execution of the radio application ac-
cording to an example embodiment of the present inven-
tion may comprise three steps - a design step (S10), an
installation step (S20), and an execution step (S30).
[0024] The design step (S10) is a step of producing
the radio application. In the design step, a supplier of the
radio application may generate a radio application pack-
age 500 including radio controller codes and user-de-
fined codes for implementing the radio application by us-
ing a standard baseband application programming inter-
face (API) header 200 defining a standard baseband in-

terface.
[0025] At this time, the radio controller codes 520 may
be included in the radio application package 500 in exe-
cutable code form through a compiler 13. Also, as shown
in FIG. 1, in a case that the user-defined codes are dis-
tributed in source code form, the user-defined codes may
be distributed in encrypted source code form through an
encryption procedure performed by an encoder 15. If the
user-defined codes 510 are distributed in source code
form, the user-defined codes may be compiled in a ter-
minal which will execute the user-defined codes, and
thereby device-independency of the user-defined codes
may be achieved.
[0026] Meanwhile, as shown in FIG. 2, when the user-
defined codes 510 may be distributed in executable
codes which can be directly executed in terminal, one of
various compilers 14 may compile the user-defined
codes into executable codes suitable for an execution
environment of the terminal, and make the executable
codes being included in the application package 500.
[0027] The radio application package 500 generated
according to the above-described procedure may be up-
loaded to a distribution sever 130, and then downloaded
to a terminal desiring to use the corresponding radio ap-
plication.
[0028] The installation step (S20) is a step of down-
loading the radio application package 500 stored in the
distribution server 130, and installing the radio applica-
tion by using the downloaded radio application package
500. At this time, the user-defined codes 510, the radio
controller codes 520 and the pipeline configuration meta-
data 530 included in the radio application package 500
may be installed in an application processor layer 110 or
a baseband processor layer 120.
[0029] Here, as shown in FIG. 1, if the user-defined
codes are in source code form, the user-defined codes
may be complied and generated into at least one exe-
cutable user-defined functional block 28 by a compiler
27. If the user-defined codes are encrypted, the user-
defined codes may be complied after being decoded by
a decoder 29. On the other hand, if the user-defined
codes are in executable code customized for a terminal,
the compiling shown in FIG. 2 is not necessary.
[0030] The execution step (S30) is a step of actual ex-
ecution of the installed radio application, and the actual
wireless communication may be performed by loading
and executing the executable codes installed for
processing radio signals through the application proces-
sor 110 and the baseband processor 120, based on in-
formation within the radio application.
[0031] For example, when command instructing an ex-
ecution of the radio application installed in terminal is
received, a loader 114 may determine which blocks are
needed for performing the radio application by referring
to the pipeline configuration metadata 530. Also, the ra-
dio controller 520 and the user-defined functional blocks
28 may be loaded from a storage 111 of terminal. Also,
the loader 114 may load the radio controller codes 520
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to the application processor 110 or the baseband proc-
essor 120, and load the user-defined functional block 121
and standard functional block 122 into the baseband ac-
celerator 123 by referring to the pipeline configuration
metadata 530.
[0032] FIG. 3 is a conceptual diagram to an example
standard baseband interface according to an example
embodiment of the present invention.
[0033] Referring to FIG. 3, a standard baseband inter-
face is an application programming interface (API) stand-
ardizing digital signal processing algorithms needed for
baseband domain in modem, and the standard interfaces
210∼250 and the standard functional blocks 211∼214 are
shown as an example.
[0034] As a type of the standard interface, the standard
interface may include a transformation 210, a channel
coding 220, a network mapper 230, an interleaving 240,
and a source coding 250 and so on. Also, as standard
functional blocks for the transformation 210, a spreading
211, a dispreading 212, a scrambling 213, a descram-
bling 214, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 215 and an
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 216 may be de-
fined.
[0035] For example, Input/Out data through the FFT
215, properties of the data, and member functions may
be defined for the FFT 215. Also, an object-oriented de-
sign of radio application may be made possible by as-
signing common properties to functional blocks having
the same type.
[0036] Meanwhile, in the example embodiments of the
present invention, a standard application programming
interface (API) header file which is written in high-level
language according to the above-described standard
baseband interface may be used. Therefore, a developer
of radio application may develop radio applications by
referring to the standard interface API header.

An example embodiment of constitution of software-
defined radio terminal

[0037] FIG. 4 is a block diagram to show a constitution
of software-defined radio terminal according to an exam-
ple embodiment of the present invention.
[0038] Referring to FIG. 4, a software-defined radio ter-
minal according to an example embodiment of the
present invention may comprise a storage 310 config-
ured to store user-defined functional block codes 313, a
pipeline configuration metadata 315, radio controller
codes 317, baseband driver codes 318, and a loader
319, a microprocessor 320 configured to read out a com-
piler 316, the radio controller codes 317, the baseband
driver codes 319 and the loader 319 from the storage
310 and to execute them, and a plurality of baseband
accelerators 330.
[0039] Hereinafter, by referring to FIG. 4, the constitu-
tion of the software-defined radio terminal according to
an example embodiment of the present invention, and
relation of connections between the components of the

terminal will be explained in detail.
[0040] The standard functional blocks 311, the user-
defined functional blocks 313, the pipeline configuration
metadata 315, the compiler 316, the radio controller
codes 317, the baseband driver codes 318, and the load-
er 319 may be stored in the storage 310. Thus, the mi-
croprocessor 320 is configured to readout the codes from
the storage and execute the codes.
[0041] Here, the user defined functional blocks 313,
the pipeline configuration metadata 315, and the radio
controller codes 317 may be downloaded from an appli-
cation server and installed to the storage 310.
[0042] In this case, the downloaded user-defined func-
tional blocks may be in source code form, in intermediate
representation (IR) form, or in executable code form. If
the downloaded user-defined functional blocks are in
source code form, the compiler 316 executed in the mi-
croprocessor 320 may compile the user-defined function-
al blocks into executable codes for the terminal and store
the executable codes in the storage 310. If the down-
loaded user-defined functional blocks are executable
codes already compiled suitable for the terminal, the us-
er-defined functional blocks may be installed in the stor-
age 310 without any further converting procedures.
[0043] Here, the storage 310 may be implemented as
a Non-Volatile memory such as flash memory device, or
a Volatile memory such as D-RAM or S-RAM. The stor-
age is a component storing the user-defined functional
blocks 313, the pipeline configuration metadata 315, the
compiler 316, the radio controller codes 317, the base-
band driver codes 318, and the loader 319. Thus, the
microprocessor is configured to readout the codes to be
executed from the storage and execute the codes.
[0044] For example, volatile memory constituting the
storage 310 is a component which may be mapped to a
memory space (that is, an address space) of the micro-
processor 320, may readout the components to be exe-
cuted (such as those of the radio controller layer and the
baseband driver layer) from the non-volatile memory and
store them in it, and may make the microprocessor being
capable of executing them. Here, a ’layer’ may mean a
set of software modules or a set of functions in an aspect
of software.
[0045] However, a case that non-volatile memory is
directly mapped to the memory space of the microproc-
essor 320 is also possible, and in this case, the micro-
processor may execute codes stored in non-volatile
memory directly on it.
[0046] The standard functional blocks 311 may be
functional blocks to support standardized signal process-
ing functions (such as, a DFT, a IDFT, a FFT, a IFFT, a
channel coding, and an interleaving), which have been
written based on the pre-defined standard baseband in-
terface. Therefore, the standard functional blocks 311
may be initially installed in the terminal according to the
present invention, or provided to users through firmware
or software upgrade.
[0047] The user-defined functional blocks 313 may be
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functional blocks which are provided by supplier of radio
application as explained above, and are downloaded
from the application server and installed to the storage
310 by the user.
[0048] The pipeline configuration metadata 315 may
be at least one data file in predetermined format which
describes connections between functional blocks need-
ed for implementing a radio application desired to be ex-
ecuted, and initial values of attributes of each functional
block.
[0049] On the other hand, the user-defined functional
blocks 313 may include baseband digital signal process-
ing function which is not implemented in the standard
functional block. That is, the standard functional block
may be defined in the standard baseband API header
200, and the supplier of radio application may constitute
the user-defined functional blocks 315 and the pipeline
configuration metadata by referring the standard base-
band API header 200.
[0050] The radio controller 317’ may be a component
performed by reading out radio controller codes installed
in the storage and executing the radio controller codes
by the microprocessor. The radio controller is executed
not in real time, and has a role of receiving control com-
mands suitable for radio signal according to each radio
application and transferring them to the baseband accel-
erator by using the standard baseband interface.
[0051] Also, the radio controller 317’ may have a re-
sponsibility of interfacing between a user layer and the
baseband layer. That is, the radio controller receives re-
ceive data from the baseband accelerator and transfers
the received data to a network stack (omitted in FIG. 04),
and transfers transmit data from the network stack to the
baseband accelerator. On the other hand, when context
information are required to be transferred to upper layer,
the context information may be transferred from corre-
sponding functional block to the upper layer via the radio
controller. Here, the upper layer may be a user applica-
tion.
[0052] Here, the context information may be trans-
ferred by a context information interface, and the context
information interface may be a predefined interface need-
ed for transferring the context information generated in
functional block wanting to transfer context information
from the functional block to the upper layer, which is used
by the radio controller.
[0053] The microprocessor 320 may be configured to
read out the radio controller codes 317 for transferring
control commands controlling the baseband accelerator
330 according to application to be executes from the stor-
age 310, and execute them. Also, the codes including
the baseband layer may be read out from the storage
310 and executed by the microprocessor 320. At this
time, the baseband driver 318 may be configured to take
a role of enabling interfacing between the radio controller
and the baseband accelerator.
[0054] Also, the microprocessor 320 may perform
reconfiguration of the baseband accelerator by down-

loading the user-defined functional blocks 313 into the
baseband accelerator, so that various applications can
be executed in the terminal of the present invention.
[0055] For this, as shown in FIG. 4, at least one func-
tional block 311 and 313 may be configured to be down-
loaded to the baseband accelerator 330 from the storage
310. Here, the functional blocks needed for performing
algorithm may be allocated in the baseband accelerator
334 via the loader 319’ by referring the pipeline configu-
ration metadata 315.
[0056] The loader 319’ may be a program which is load-
ed from the storage and executed by the microprocessor,
and may be included in the baseband driver 318’ accord-
ing to other example embodiment. That is, the loader
319’ may load all the standard functional blocks 311 and
user-defined functional blocks 313 which are specified
in the pipeline configuration metadata 315 into the base-
band accelerator 330 and make them be executed by
the baseband accelerator 330.
[0057] Meanwhile, the functional blocks loaded to the
baseband accelerator may include a baseband control
functional block controlling the baseband accelerator in
real time. In this case, the loader 319’ may configure a
pipeline defining an operation sequence of the loaded
functional blocks based on the pipeline configuration
metadata, and transfer configuration information of the
pipeline to the baseband control functional block so that
the baseband control functional block controls the base-
band accelerator according to the transferred pipeline
configuration information.

Configuration of radio application and distribution 
of radio application

[0058] Hereinafter, a configuration and a procedure of
distributing radio application for a software defined radio
terminal according to an example embodiment of the
present invention will be explained.
[0059] FIG. 5 is a flow chart to show a procedure of
distributing a radio application according to an example
embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 6 is a
block diagram to show a procedure of generating a radio
application according to an example embodiment of the
present invention.
[0060] Referring to FIG. 5, a procedure of distributing
a radio application according to an example embodiment
of the present invention may be configured to include a
step of encrypting user-defined codes S401, a step of
generating application package S410, and a step of dis-
tributing application package S420.
[0061] Also, the step of generating application pack-
age S410 may include a step of generating and compiling
user-defined codes S411, a step of generating and com-
piling radio controller codes S413, a step of generating
pipeline configuration metadata, and a step of generating
package S417.
[0062] Meanwhile, referring to FIG. 6, the radio appli-
cation according to an example embodiment of the
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present invention may be generated from an application
package including user-defined codes 510, radio control-
ler codes 520, pipeline configuration metadata 530.
[0063] Hereinafter, referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, each
step of the distribution procedure of radio application ac-
cording to an example embodiment of the present inven-
tion will be explained in detail.
[0064] The step of encrypting user-defined codes
S401 is a step of encrypting the user-defined codes to
be included in a radio application package. The user-
defined codes may be distributed in source code form,
in intermediate representation (IR) form, or in executable
code form, according to selection of radio application pro-
vider. In the case that the user-defined codes are distrib-
uted in source code form, it is desirable that the user-
defined codes are written in standard languages in order
to be compiled in various terminals. Meanwhile, in the
case that the user-defined codes are distributed in source
code form, since source codes of the user-defined codes
may be exposed, the user-defined codes may be encrypt-
ed before distribution in order to prevent exposure of
source codes.
[0065] The step of generating application package
S410 is a step of generating a radio application package
including radio application to be executed in a software
defined radio terminal. The application package may
comprise, as shown in FIG. 6, the user-defined codes
510, the radio controller codes 520, and the pipeline con-
figuration metadata 530.
[0066] Here, the user-defined codes 510 are codes de-
fining functional block needed for implementing a radio
application to be executed, and the radio controller codes
520 are codes written for controlling functional blocks
needed for implementing the radio application to be ex-
ecuted. Also, the functional blocks defined by the user-
defined codes are related to implementations of digital
signal processing functions which are not implemented
in the standard functional blocks defined in the standard
baseband API header 200.
[0067] On the other hand, the user-defined codes 510
may be constituted as one of codes executable directly
in baseband accelerator of the terminal which the appli-
cation package 500 is installed to, codes in source code
form which needs to be compiled for execution, and ex-
ecutable codes.
[0068] Therefore, if the user-defined codes are in ex-
ecutable code form, the user-defined codes may be
codes compiled by various compilers for various termi-
nals.
[0069] In the radio controller codes 520, codes for in-
terfacing with an operation system of the terminal, and
for controlling functional blocks needed to implement a
radio application demanded. The radio controller codes
520 may be codes complied into executable codes by a
compiler.
[0070] Meanwhile, the pipeline configuration metadata
530 may define functional blocks needed for implement-
ing corresponding radio application, and connections be-

tween the functional blocks. Also, the pipeline configu-
ration metadata 530 may include information on connec-
tions between the standard functional blocks included in
the standard baseband API header 200 and the function-
al blocks defined by the user defined codes 510, and
information on initial configuration values for attributes
of each of the functional blocks.
[0071] The user-defined codes 510, the radio control-
ler codes 520, and the pipeline configuration metadata
530, which have been generated in the above-described
manner, may be uploaded to a server, and may be down-
loaded to the terminal wanting to use the corresponding
radio application and installed to the terminal, in form of
application package 500.
[0072] In the step of distributing application package
S420, the application package which has been in the
above-described manner may be uploaded to a radio ap-
plication distribution server, and downloaded to a soft-
ware defined radio terminal wanting the corresponding
radio application.

An example embodiment of a method of installing 
radio application

[0073] Hereinafter, a procedure of installing radio ap-
plication according to an example embodiment of the
present invention will be explained.
[0074] FIG. 7 is a flow chart to show a procedure of
installing radio application according to an example em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0075] Referring to FIG. 7, the procedure of installing
radio application according to an example embodiment
of the present invention may be configured to include a
step of downloading application package S610 and a
step of installing application package S620.
[0076] Hereinafter, referring to FIG. 7, each step of the
installation procedure of radio application according to
an example embodiment of the present invention will be
explained in detail.
[0077] The step of downloading application package
S610 is a step of downloading radio application to be
executed in software defined radio terminal from a dis-
tribution server. In the step of downloading application
package S610, as shown in FIG. 6, the application pack-
age 500 comprising the user defined codes 510, the radio
controller codes 520, and the pipeline configuration
metadata 530 may be downloaded from the distribution
server to the software defined radio terminal.
[0078] The step of installing application package S620
is a step of installing the application package downloaded
from the distribution server to the terminal as a form ex-
ecutable by the terminal, and may include a step of com-
piling the user defined codes S621, a step of installing
the compiled user defined codes to the storage S625,
and a step of loading the user defined functional blocks
S627.
[0079] The step of compiling the user defined codes
S621 is a step of compiling the user defined codes into
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codes executable directly in the baseband accelerator of
the terminal in the case that the user defined codes in-
cluded in the downloaded application package 500 are
not codes executable directly in the baseband accelera-
tor 330 but source codes, and generating the user defined
functional blocks. Also, if the user defined codes are en-
crypted, the user defined codes are compiled after being
decoded in the step S621.
[0080] Also, the step of installing the compiled user
defined codes to the storage S625 is a step of installing
the pipeline configuration metadata 530 included in the
downloaded application package 500, the user defined
functional blocks defined by the user defined codes 510,
the radio controller codes 520, and the standard func-
tional block which include standard command instruction
codes based on the predefined standard baseband in-
terface to the storage of the terminal.
[0081] The step of loading the user defined functional
blocks S627 is a step of loading the user defined func-
tional blocks defined by the user defined functional blocks
included in the downloaded radio application package
500 directly to the baseband accelerator 330. At this time,
if the user defined codes 510 are codes executable for
the baseband accelerator 330, the user defined function-
al blocks defined by the user defined codes 510 may be
loaded to the baseband accelerator 330 directly without
the step of compiling user defined codes S621.
[0082] FIG. 8 is a block diagram to show an operation
example of radio application in a terminal according to
an example embodiment of the present invention.
[0083] Referring to FIG. 8, a constitution of a pipeline
depicting operation procedures of functional blocks is
shown, when a radio application adopting an Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is implemented
in a terminal without a separate voice channel.
[0084] In the example of FIG. 4, a turbo encoder 752
and a turbo decoder 762 are implemented in the form of
user defined functional block, other blocks 751, 753∼756
of a transmit pipeline 750, and other blocks 761, 763∼766
of a receive pipeline 760 are implemented in the form of
standard functional block.
[0085] Meanwhile, the transmit pipeline may process
data transmitted by a MAC 740, and the receive pipeline
may process receive data and transmit the processed
data to the MAC 740. Here, the radio controller 730 may
take a role of exchanging data between the MAC 640
and the network stack 720. Also, the radio controller 730
may provide interfaces corresponding to control com-
mands of a network manager 710 embedded in an op-
eration system (OS), and thereby may receive the control
commands from the network manager 710. The network
manager 710 may be configured to present context in-
formation on radio signals such as transmit/receive signal
qualities and a signal strength to an user by visualizing
them, or to transfer control information such as informa-
tion on access channel and radio signal encryption algo-
rithm selected by the user to the radio controllers, so as
to perform controlling radio signal according to intention

of the user.
[0086] FIG. 9 is a block diagram to show an operation
example of radio application in a terminal according to
other example embodiment of the present invention.
[0087] Referring to FIG 9, an operation example of ra-
dio application implemented in a terminal with a separate
voice channel.
[0088] Hereinafter, an interworking operation between
a radio controller and internal functions of a mobile op-
eration system operating in an application processor will
be explained by referring to FIG. 9.
[0089] Generally, in the mobile OS, a phone applica-
tion may perform functions of telephone such as trans-
mitting and receiving voice of short messaging service
(SMS) messages in the terminal. As a usual, a call track-
ing function 812 which tracks call history and notifies it
to a user in addition to voice call function, a SMS dispatch
function 813 of transmitting and receiving SMS messag-
es, and a data tracking function 815 of notifying an
amount of data transmitted and received may exist within
the phone application. These functions of the phone ap-
plication 811 may be implemented based on a phone
library 821 provided by the mobile OS, and the phone
library 821 may transfer commands related to control on
a baseband processor 841 to a radio interface layer (RIL)
layer 822.
[0090] A radio controller 831 may transfer signal for
controlling the baseband processor 841 according to a
wireless network control signal and a voice control signal
of the mobile OS 800. Also, the radio controller 831 may
transmit voice data received from the baseband proces-
sor 841 to the phone application 811 and receive voice
data received from the phone application 811 to the base-
band processor 841, when signals transmitted to and re-
ceived from the baseband processor 841 are voice data.
Otherwise, the radio controller 831 may transmit data
received from the baseband processor 841 to a network
stack 823 and receive data received from the network
stack 823 to the baseband processor 841, when signals
transmitted to and received from the baseband processor
841 are packet data. Thereby, voice call function and
wireless networking function may be provided to the user
of the terminal at the same time.
[0091] Also, the radio controller may further include
some upper layer functions of a MAC according to radio
signal supported by a radio application. Referring to FIG.
5, by connecting the radio controller 831 and the RIL 822,
an application framework 820 and a radio application
framework may be configured so that the baseband proc-
essor 841 is controlled by the radio controller 831 ac-
cording to control commands of the RIL 822.
[0092] Accordingly, by connecting the radio controller
customized and prepared for each radio application and
the RIL 822, a phone application independent on the ra-
dio application may control the baseband processor 841
dependent on the radio application via the radio controller
831. Therefore, the above-described functions of phone
application may be performed persistently without any
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change of the phone application, even when the radio
application is changed.
[0093] FIG. 10 is a block diagram to explain a proce-
dure of distributing radio application including user de-
fined codes in source code form according to an example
embodiment of the present invention.
[0094] Referring to FIG. 10, the user defined codes
911 may be written in high-level language such as C or
C++ during development of the radio application. Option-
ally, the user defined codes may be converted into en-
crypted source codes 915 by an encoder 914.
[0095] The encrypted source codes 915 generated in
the above-described manner may be distributed to each
terminal as included in radio application package. In the
procedure of installation to the terminal, the encrypted
source codes may be converted to machine codes
951∼955 executable in a modem hardware embedded
in the terminal by a decoder 930 and compilers 941∼945.
Since the compilers 941∼945 are required to generate
machine codes optimized for a modem hardware em-
bedded in the terminal, the compilers 941∼945 are de-
pendent on the modem hardware. Thus, suppliers of mo-
dem hardware may produce compilers optimized to their
modem hardware, and provide them to radio application
developers.
[0096] FIG. 11 is a block diagram to show a procedure
of distributing radio application including user defined
codes in source code form according to another example
embodiment of the present invention.
[0097] Referring to FIG. 11, the user defined codes
911 may be written in high-level language such as C or
C++ during development of the radio application, may be
compiled into executable machine codes 951∼955 by
one of compilers 941∼945, suitable for corresponding
baseband processor. These machine codes 951∼955
may be packaged to respective radio application pack-
age for each, and the radio application packages may be
uploaded to a radio application server. The terminal may
download the radio application operable in its baseband
processor 961. Thus, suppliers of modem hardware may
produce compilers 941∼945 optimized to their modem
hardwares, and provide them to radio application devel-
opers.
[0098] FIG. 12 is a conceptual diagram to show an ex-
ample of on-line store trading radio applications accord-
ing to the present invention.
[0099] Referring to FIG. 12, the software defined radio
terminal 1000 according to an example embodiment of
the present invention may select one of radio applications
supporting such as Long term Evolution (LTE), Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), Worldwide In-
teroperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM), and Radio-
Frequency Identification (RFID) in the on-line store 1110,
download the selected radio application and operate ac-
cording to the communication mode of the downloaded
radio application independently on the modem chip em-
bedded in the terminal. Also, radio applications which

can be selected by the terminal may include a radio ap-
plication making the terminal operate as a walkie-talkie,
a wireless microphone, or a wireless phone.
[0100] While the example embodiments of the present
invention and their advantages have been described in
detail, it should be understood that various changes, sub-
stitutions and alterations may be made herein without
departing from the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A radio terminal being configured according to a ra-
dio application,
wherein the radio terminal includes a storage in
which at least one functional block is installed, a com-
piler, a microprocessor, and at least one baseband
accelerator,
wherein the microprocessor is configured to read out
codes including a radio controller layer transferring
control commands for controlling the baseband ac-
celerator and information to be transmitted from an
upper layer to the baseband accelerator and trans-
ferring information received from the baseband ac-
celerator to the upper layer and a baseband driver
layer enabling an interface between the radio con-
troller layer and the baseband accelerator from the
storage, and to execute the codes,
wherein the microprocessor is further configured to
load the at least one functional block from the storage
to the at least one baseband accelerator for perform-
ing the radio application,
wherein the complier is configured to compile the at
least one functional block in form of source code into
an executable code, and install the executable code
into the storage, and
wherein the at least one function block loaded into
the at least one baseband accelerator includes a
baseband control functional block controlling the at
least one baseband accelerator in real time.

2. The terminal of claim 1, wherein the at least one func-
tional block is a standard functional block in which
standard instruction commands defined based on a
standard baseband interface are specified, or an us-
er-defined functional block provided from a supplier
of the radio application.

3. The terminal of claim 2, wherein the microprocessor
loads a loader configured to load the at least one
functional block from the storage and relocate the at
least one functional block based on predefined pipe-
line configuration metadata, and to execute the load-
er.

4. The terminal of claim 3, wherein the loader config-
ures a pipeline defining an operation sequence of
the at least one functional block loaded based on the
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pipeline configuration metadata, and transfers con-
figuration information of the pipeline to the baseband
control functional block, and the baseband control
functional block controls the at least one baseband
accelerator in accordance with the pipeline.

5. The terminal of claim 3, wherein the radio controller
layer, the user-defined functional block, and the pipe-
line configuration metadata are downloaded from an
application server, and installed to the terminal.

6. The terminal of claim 5, further include a decoder
decoding the user-defined functional block in source
code form which is downloaded from the application
server as encrypted.

7. The terminal of claim 3, wherein the standard func-
tional block is defined by a standard baseband ap-
plication programming interface (API) header file.

8. The terminal of claim 7, wherein the user defined
functional block includes at least one baseband dig-
ital signal processing function which is not imple-
mented in the standard functional block defined by
the standard baseband application programming in-
terface (API) header file.

9. The terminal of claim 8, wherein the pipeline config-
uration metadata includes information on connec-
tions between the standard functional block defined
by the standard baseband application programming
interface (API) header file and the user-defined func-
tional block, and information on initial configuration
values for attributes of each of the functional blocks.

10. A method of distributing a radio application, the
method comprising:

encrypting user-defined codes defining func-
tional blocks for implementing a specific radio
application;
generating an application package including the
user-defined codes, radio controller codes con-
figured to transfer control commands for control-
ling the functional blocks and information to be
transmitted from an upper layer to the functional
blocks, and to interface with an Operating Sys-
tem (OS) of a terminal, a pipeline configuration
metadata specifying the functional blocks for im-
plementing the specific radio application and
connections between the functional blocks for
implementing the specific radio application; and
uploading the generated application package to
an application distribution server.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the user-defined
codes are in source code form, or in executable code
form executable in the terminal.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the functional block
defined by the user-defined code is related to imple-
mentation of baseband digital signal processing
function which is not implemented in the standard
functional block defined by the standard baseband
application programming interface (API) header file.

13.  The method of claim 10, wherein the pipeline con-
figuration metadata includes information on connec-
tions between the standard functional block defined
by the standard baseband application programming
interface (API) header file and the functional block
defined by the user-defined code, and information
on initial configuration values for attributes of each
of the functional blocks.

14. A method of installing a radio application, performed
in a software defined radio terminal, the method com-
prising:

Downloading, from a distribution server, an ap-
plication package including user-defined codes
defining functional blocks for implementing the
radio application, radio controller codes config-
ured to transfer control commands for control-
ling the functional blocks for implementing the
radio application and information to be transmit-
ted from an upper layer to the functional blocks,
and to interface with an Operating System (OS)
of a terminal, a pipeline configuration metadata
specifying the functional blocks for implement-
ing the specific radio application and connec-
tions between the functional blocks for imple-
menting the specific radio application;
installing the radio controller codes and the user-
defined codes into a storage of the terminal, by
referring the pipeline configuration metadata;
and
decoding the use-defined codes when the user-
defined codes are encrypted.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein, when the user-
defined codes are not executable codes for a base-
band accelerator of the terminal, the installing the
radio controller codes and the user-defined codes
into a storage of the terminal further includes com-
piling the user-defined codes into executable codes
for the baseband accelerator, and storing the com-
piled executable codes in the storage.

16.  The method of claim 14, wherein the functional block
defined by the user-defined codes is related to im-
plementation of baseband digital signal processing
function which is not implemented in standard func-
tional blocks defined by a standard baseband appli-
cation programming interface (API) header file.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the pipeline con-
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figuration metadata includes information on connec-
tions between the standard functional block defined
by the standard baseband application programming
interface (API) header file and the functional block
defined by the user-defined code, and information
on initial configuration values for attributes of each
of the functional blocks.
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